Divine Einstein! by Marian McKenzie & Walter Smith 3-16-05
(To the tune of “I’m Lookin’ Over a Four-leaf Clover”)

G G G G
No-one’s as deevine as Albert Einstein
A A A A
Not Maxwell, Curie, or Bohr!
D D7 G E
He explained the photo-electric effect,
A A D D7
And launched quantum physics with his intellect!
G G G
His fame went glo-bell, he won the Nobel --
A A A A
He should have been given four!
Am Am D E
No-one’s as deevine as Albert Einstein,
A D7 G
Professor with brains galore!

G G G G
No-one could outshine Professor Einstein --
A A A A A
Egad, could that guy derive!
D D7 G E
He gave us special relativity,
A A D D7
That’s always made him a hero to me!
G G G
Brownian motion, my true devotion,
A A A A
He mastered back in aught-five!
Am Am D E
No-one’s as deevine as Albert Einstein,
A D7 G
Professor in overdrive!
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